
 

 

SVTA Records Policy 

Samford Valley Target Archers (SVTA) shall maintain a register of records shot by club members. The 

Club Recorder shall be responsible for administering the scheme. 

A SVTA Club Record can only be awarded when all the following criteria are met: 

 The archer has current SVTA membership when the round is shot. 

 The round is listed for that day on the official SVTA Calendar (as published on the club’s website 

at that time). 

 The round is shot at the SVTA club grounds. This applies whether the listed round is a club event, 

an SQAS, AQ or AA event. However, should SVTA host an event elsewhere (such as a Field 

Archery event on the SQAS Field Course) rounds shot during that event are eligible for a SVTA 

club record.  

 The archer has indicated on the relevant scoresheets (and in Archers Diary where applicable) 

that he/she has entered as representing SVTA. 

 Double scoring has occurred for the shot round. Note that a paper scoresheet in conjunction 

with electronic scoring on Archery Australia's iscored.today app is considered double scoring. 

Where electronic scoring is not available, two separate and independently completed 

scoresheets are required. In the event that there is a discrepancy in scores between the paper 

scoresheet and electronic entries in iscored.today, then the paper scoresheet has precedence. 

 The round has been witnessed by at least one other archer who has directly observed the arrow 

scores and their correct entry onto scoresheets (and appropriately indicated such by signing the 

scoresheets). 

 Scoresheets are correctly and fully completed – including any corrections to arrow-scores 

appropriately made and witnessed.  

A club record for Cub, Intermediate, Cadet, 20&Under is also eligible to be a record in higher Classes 

(up to Open). Similarly, a record for Veteran 70+, Veteran, Master is also eligible to be a record in 

lower Classes (to Open). For example: 

 A record shot by a Cadet archer can also be a record for 20&Under and Open (but not 

Intermediate or Cub) provided the round meets the above criteria. 

 Likewise a record shot by a Veteran archer can also be a record for Master and Open 

(but obviously not Veteran70+), again provided the round meets the above criteria. 

The SVTA Management Committee reserves the right to amend the club’s Record Policy from time 

to time. 


